Dictionary of Love

I
Love: Someone to whom you give a valentine.
Valentine: A card or thing given to a lover to elicit a smile.
Smile: A friendly stretched position of two lips.
Two lips: Pretty, romantic muscles that form a mouth.
Mouth: Anatomy for eating and exchanging kisses.
Kisses: Expression of love by sensual touching of two lips.
Tu-lips: Multicolored flowers that bloom in Spring.
Spring: A season for kindling romance by giving kisses and flowers.
Flowers: Plants with colorful petals you give to show love.

II
Octopus: Sea creature with many arms, but one mouth.
Mouth: Organ for eating and osculation.
Osculation: Omni-syllabled word for giving kisses.
Kisses: Special touching, hopefully not by an octopus, with two lips.
Lips: Muscular edges of a mouth used for osculation and eating octopus.
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